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       I can't live without my dark plum eyeliner. I use liquid because it's
easier on my eyes. 
~Heather Morris

I love to wear red lipstick a lot, even in the daytime. 
~Heather Morris

Me and my roommate wrote and directed a little short comedy called
'The Elevator. 
~Heather Morris

You know what's really hot? Pop-and-locking, ticking. The moonwalk.
Tricks like that. 
~Heather Morris

I try to eat how your mother wanted you to eat when you were young. 
~Heather Morris

I've wanted to perform my entire life. I found a paper I wrote in
kindergarten class about what I wanted to be when I grew up - and I
wrote 'a famous singer!' 
~Heather Morris

I want to make everybody laugh. 
~Heather Morris

I love looking in the mirror and feeling good about what I see. 
~Heather Morris

You don't want to be too cool. But you don't want to be too dorky. Still, I
find it so much better to see a guy at a club being a dork, and having
fun, than trying to be sexy. 
~Heather Morris
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Dancers don't think about things; they just do them. 
~Heather Morris

My head is pounding. Like the worst hangover ever. 
~Heather Morris

Beyonce was just always full-out. She's like a beast. So you learn that
no matter how you feel, just do it. Just like Nike: 'Just Do It.' 
~Heather Morris

I carry one black mascara and one brown. 
~Heather Morris

Like most dancers, I love lip stains! We hate gloss because hair gets
stuck in it. 
~Heather Morris

I had a serious boyfriend in high school, but we would take breaks in
between. You shouldn't always have a boyfriend! 
~Heather Morris

There were ten dancers - four guys and six girls - including me, on the
Beyonce tour. Sometimes we would go out with her, to events. She was
really normal - just like everybody else! 
~Heather Morris

When I'm working 16-hour days and I can't work out, I get angry very
easily. It's because I'm missing all those good endorphins. For me,
exercise equals happiness. 
~Heather Morris

I put on lip balm first thing in the morning and always use it before I
swipe on my red lipstick. 
~Heather Morris
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Flirt!'s mascara is insane - I don't need false lashes when I wear it. 
~Heather Morris

The simplest way to do something cool is the cross-turn. Like in the
'80s - Michael Jackson did it. You jump and cross your legs together at
the same time, and then spin out of it. That's it. 
~Heather Morris

My dad passed away before my freshman year, and it altered how I
thought. I was depressed - I didn't hang out with my friends. I worked
through it by dancing. 
~Heather Morris

I didn't like to dress up in high school. I wore pajamas all the time. Or I
would have my hair in a high bun from dance, and just wear dance
clothes.â€• 
~Heather Morris
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